Abstract| Proper initialization is one of the most important prerequisites for fast convergence of feed-forward neural networks like high order and multilayer perceptrons. This publication aims at determining the optimal variance (or range) for the initial weights and biases, which is the principal parameter of random initialization methods for both types of neural networks.
I. Introduction T HE LEARNING SPEED of multilayer and high order perceptrons 1 depends mainly on the initial values of its weights and biases, its learning rate, its network topology, and on learning rule improvements like the momentum term. The optimal values for these parameters are usually unknown a priori because they depend mainly on the training data set used. In practice it is not feasible to perform a global search for obtaining the optimal values of these parameters, as the convergence behavior of the network might change signi cantly for small changes in the initial weights, as was demonstrated by J. F. Kolen and J. B. Pollack 3] . An extensive search for the optimum values requires therefore much more overhead than performing a relatively small number of simulations using non-optimal values. Furthermore, current mathematical techniques are insu cient for a complete theoretical study of the learning behavior of these neural networks. Nevertheless, it is important to have a good approximation of the optimal initial value of these parameters; or with the words of J. F. Kolen and J. B. Pollack: to start the learning process in the \eye of the storm," to reduce the required training time. Several weight initialization methods for multilayer perceptrons have been suggested. The simplest method among them is random weight initialization, which is often preferred for its simplicity and its ability to produce multiple solutions, as the weights may, due to their initial randomness, converge to various attractors 3]. Other methods involve extensive statistical and/or geometrical analysis of the data and are therefore very time consuming. The most rigorous among those is the pseudo-inverse method for perceptrons, which, besides being limited to linear separable data, has several other drawbacks (see 4] ). Some other weight initialization methods are based on special properties of a network that can not be applied to high order or multilayer perceptrons, as for example the weight initialization technique for radial basis function networks by J. C. Platt 5] .
D. E. Rumelhart et al. observed that if all weights in a neural network are initialized with zero, they have the tendency to assume identical values during training. They therefore proposed random weight initialization to avoid this undesired situation by breaking the symmetry 6]. However, the e ciency of this method depends much on the initial weight distribution. Several researchers therefore proposed random weight initialization methods. An overview of these methods is presented in section II, and their performance is evaluated in section IV-B.1.
In order to obtain a thorough insight in the initialization characteristics of high order networks, which have not been studied before, numerous experiments were performed, varying the following parameters: the shape of the initial weight distribution: uniform, normal or Gaussian 2 , and a novel distribution which is uniform over the intervals ?2a; ?a] and a; 2a], and zero everywhere else, the variance of the initial weight distribution, the order and topology of the network, and the activation function.
The results of these experiments is a simple weight initialization method using an application independent variance. In section V, this method is compared to methods developed for multilayer perceptrons, in order to pro t from experiences of other researchers and to determine a best method for higher order perceptrons. L. F. A. Wessels and E. Barnard describe two weight initialization methods. The rst method sets the initial weight range to a value which assumes that the output of the network and the output patterns have the same variance. The second method puts equally distributed decision boundaries in the input space (without considering input or output patterns), which produces initial weights for the rst interlayer weight matrix. The weights of the second interlayer weight matrix are set to 1:0. They compared both methods on generalization for three data sets. They found that the second method performed better in terms of generalization. However, they did not compare convergence speeds 12].
An approach similar to the rst method of L. F. A. Wessels and E. Barnard was introduced by G. P. Drago and S. Ridella 13] . They aim at avoiding at regions in the error surface by restricting the number of neurons with absolute activations greater than 0:9. They developed a simple formula to estimate the best weight initialization scheme for multilayer perceptrons and showed for three data sets that this scheme uses satisfactory good initial weight ranges. Besides these random weight initialization methods, some non-random methods are described here for completeness.
A mixture between a random weight initialization scheme and the pseudo inverse method was developed by C.-L. Chen and R. S. Nutter for perceptrons with one hidden layer. First, the weights in the rst interlayer weight matrix of the network are initialized with random values. Then, the weights in the second interlayer weight matrix are calculated using the pseudo inverse method applied to the activation values of the hidden layer. C.-L. Chen et al. re ned this technique further by alternating the adjustment of the rst interlayer weight matrix in a backpropagationlike process with the mentioned method of calculating the second interlayer weight matrix. These adjustments are repeated until a convergence criterion is reached, after which the backpropagation training begins. The authors report faster training in number of backpropagation cycles 19], but they disregard the computational complexity of the matrix inversions.
T. Denoeux and R. Lengell e initialize a one hidden layer perceptron with prototypes. This method requires a transformation of the input patterns to vectors of unit length and increased size. Additionally, prototypes have to be found by a cluster analysis. The authors reported improvements in training time, robustness versus local minima, and better generalization 20]. The results of the splicing functions are fed, together with the activation values of the lower layer, into the next layer of neurons (marked B). Each neuron consists of a summation unit and an activation function (depicted by a and a symbolized function, respectively). High order perceptrons can be trained using the backpropagation algorithm, with possible extensions such as a momentum term 6] or at spot elimination 8].
From now on in this publication, only two layer high order perceptrons are considered. The splicing function used in this study is multiplication, but other functions are also conceivable.
IV. The Simulations A SIMULATION CONSISTS of initializing a neural network and applying the online backpropagation algorithm, alternated by convergence tests, until (non-)convergence is observed. A number of simulations starting with the same initial conditions is called an experiment.
The experiments are performed with two major aims: rstly, to see whether the performance of a network changes for di erent types of initial weight distributions, and secondly to nd the optimal initial weight variance, depending on the activation function of the output neurons and the network order.
Each experiment consists of at least 50 simulations. The number of simulations per experiment was increased until the size of the 95% con dence interval for the mean convergence time permitted a sound conclusion. The con dence intervals were calculated under the assumption that the mean convergence time is student-t distributed.
For the simulations performed, a suboptimal learning rate is used, as it is too laborious and computing time consuming to nd the optimal learning rate for each combination of data set and network, and as the learning rate and initial weight variance seem to have an independent in uence on the learning speed. Because of the suboptimal learning speed, the results do not necessarily allow a comparison between di erent activation functions and experiments reported elsewhere, as the maximal possible learning rate may di er largely from the one actually used. For example, a third order network has, for the solar data with a shifted/scaled logistic output function, an optimal learning rate of about 0:05. In contrast, the same network and data set, except for using now a standard logistic output function, has an optimal learning rate of about 4:0, and converges in about the same number of iterations.
Some of the convergence criteria chosen in these simulations are rather crude and not related to the task to be solved. This is done in the aim to reduce the high computational expense, which still was several months of Sparc 10 CPU time.
A. The Data Sets
Most of the data sets used, and shortly described below, are obtained (if not stated otherwise) from an anonymousftp server at the University of California 23], which also contains further references and documentation. In the following list of data sets, the two numbers in brackets behind the name of the data set are the number of input and output values, respectively. Solar (12, 1) contains the sun spot activity for the years 1700 to 1990. The task is to predict the sun spot activity for one of those years, given the activity of the preceding twelve years (=12 real valued inputs). The data are scaled to the interval 0; 1] and the networks trained to a mean square error of 0:06 (0:08 for rst order perceptrons). Wine (13, 3) is the result of a chemical analysis of wines grown in a region in Italy derived from three di erent cultivars. The analysis determined the quantities of 13 constituents found in each of the three types of wines. A wine has to be classi ed using these values, which are scaled to the interval 0 In the aim to validate and compare the performance of the random weight initialization techniques for multilayer perceptrons mentioned in section II, a large number of experiments has been performed using the data sets listed in the previous section. The network topology used has one hidden layer which is fully interlayer connected to both input and output layer. The network has no intralayer or supralayer connections, and all activation functions in the hidden and output layer are hyperbolic tangents. No optimization technique was used for training.
For each data set, a sequence of experiments with uniform initial weight distributions of a varying variance were performed (100 simulations per experiment). The outcome do not seem to use a bias in the output layer. However, neither 17] nor the references mentioned in it state why. To make the simulations fair (leaving out the bias makes learning more di cult), a bias is used in the all simulations reported in this publication.
B.1 The Results for Multilayer Perceptrons
The outcome of the experiments for the multilayer perceptrons are shown in tables 2 and 3. These tables list in the rst three columns the name of the data set, the number of neurons in the hidden layer N 2 , and the learning rate . The subsequent columns, labeled with the initial weight variances in table 2 and names in table 3 , respectively, contain the outcome of the experiments. The names in table 3 refer to the random weight initialization schemes described in section II. A`' in these columns corresponds to the smallest mean number of required online learning cycles until convergence (an online learning cycle is a presentation of all patterns with a weight update after each presentation), a` ' represents a mean which is too close to the best value to statistically conclude that this value is worse. A` ' means that the network always converged but in a signi cantly longer time. A`' means that some or all simulations in an experiment did not converge in the prescribed number of itterations (which was set to at least three times the smallest number needed for convergence).
The best xed value for a initial weight variance averaged over these experiments is 0:2, but this value is not necessarily the optimal value for a speci c data set.
The on average best method for the determination was presented by L.F.A. Wessels.
B.2 Analysis of the simulations for Multilayer Perceptrons
The average convergence behavior of a multilayer perceptron is depicted in gure 4, where region A indicates the optimum initial weight variances that have been encountered and region B non-convergence. As the curve is atter on the left side of the optimal initial weight variance than on the right, the loss in performance is much more tolerable for initial weight variances smaller than the optimal value as compared to bigger variances. Moreover, non-convergence was only encountered for simulations using initial weight variances bigger than the optimal value. The rather small di erences obtained for an initial weight variance of 0:2 as compared to the optimal result, suggests to use this value for a simple weight initialization method. A comparison between the results for this simple method and table 3 shows that the weight initialization method of L. F. A. Wessels et al., which uses the same weight variances as the method of J. W. Boers, performs the best 3 . This is also valid compared to an initial weight variance of 0:2, with a saving of between 1% and 50% training cycles.
Remark: Some of the weight initialization methods presented in section II scale the upper and lower bound of the initial random weight interval by the reciprocal square root of the fan-in. This corresponds to scaling the initial weight variance by the reciprocal of the fan-in. Hence, these methods assume a negative correlation between the fan-in of a neuron and the best initial weight variance. This correlation can not be con rmed or rejected by the results of the experiments; more experiments with other data sets are necessary to do so. 3 The raw data have not been included for readability of the paper The networks used in the simulations are usually full and the biases are initialized with a random value of the same distribution as the weights. The only exception is the network trained on the digits data set. This network includes all rst order connections and only second order connections with both inputs corresponding to di erent pixels in the same row or the same column in the image. This conguration should allow the extraction of su cient features to learn the digits. Training sessions on the in section IV-A described digits data set gave an acceptable recognition of untrained digits, despite the small training set used.
The three di erent initial random weight distributions used are: uniform on the interval ?a; a] (with a = p 3 2 ), normal (restricted to an absolute value of 3 2 ), and uniform over the intervals ?2a; ?a] and a; 2a] (with a = 3 2 =7) while zero everywhere else. The three types of activation functions used are: a linear f l , a hyperbolic tangent f t , and a scaled/shifted hyperbolic tangent f s , shown in gure 5. The use of the function f s was motivated by several ideas: the scaling in the direction of the y-axis prevents the weights from becoming very big and thus cause the same e ect as for example scaling the output data to ?0:9; 0:9] and the change of the steepness and the shifting of the sigmoid in the direction of the x-axis were used to force the outcome of the summation step in the neurons to be in the interval 0; 1]. Also, experiments with this activation function where performed to see, whether a relation between a deformation of the activation function and the optimal initial weight range exists. The only optimization technique applied to speed up learning is at-spot elimination. Perceptrons  Tables 6, 7 , and 8 show, besides entries already explained in section IV-B.1, the order ! of the fully interlayer connected network and the activation function f. The entries in tables 7 and 8 with a gray background are those showing a signi cant di erence with table 6. C.2 Analysis of the Simulations for High Order Perceptrons T HE MINIMAL CONVERGENCE TIMES for all three initial weight distributions show no di erence of statistical signi cance, mainly their corresonding initial weight variances di er. The average behavior of the learning time as a function of the initial weight variance, which is depicted in gure 9, is explained as follows. The main di erence for the three distributions is the value of the weight variance where the convergence time starts increasing drastically. This \edge" (point A) is roughly at the same location for both the uniform distribution and the uniform distribution over two intervals, but slightly shifted to higher variances for the normal distribution. As the optimal weight variance (point B) is similarly displaced, the performance of two networks, initialized with two dif- 
Auto η ferent weight distributions of the same variance, is dicult to compare. This might explain the better performance for a Gaussian initial weight distribution in the report of P. Ha ner. For the various combinations of data set, network order, etc., the optimal weight variance was encountered in region D, whereas non-convergence was, if at all, only observed in region C.
As the three di erent initial weight distributions yield no signi cant di erence in network performance, only the commonly used uniform distribution is considered from now on. For the shifted/scaled logistic and the linear activation functions, the best xed weight variance is about 10 ?4 (which corresponds to an interval ?0:017; 0:017]).
For the logistic activation function, the best value for the weight variance depends a lot on data set and network order. In general, the performance with optimalinitial weight variance di ers not much more than about 10% from the results obtained with a variance of 10 ?4 or even smaller. Therefore a variance of 10 ?4 may be used as a simple application independent random weight initialization scheme. This initialization scheme is also justi ed by a smaller risk: a network performs nearly as good for an initial weight variance smaller than the optimum. The loss in performance for choosing the initial weight variance too small is much less signi cant than it is for multilayer perceptrons. The experiments con rm also that the data set itself has a large in uence on the optimal initial weight variance: for the solar, wine, and servo data sets, the networks have about the same size for the same order, but the optimal value for the weight variance di ers a lot for the network with the logistic activation function. Further, the optimal value for the initial weights remained for some data sets nearly unchanged for di erent net orders or even di erent activation functions, while it changes greatly for other sets. It remains the question, which attribute of the data sets causes this behavior. The mean convergence time is for some of the examples more than four times higher than the best initial weight range found or, even worse, they do not converge in a reasonable time.
The approaches using an interval ?a= p d in ; a= p d in ] with a more or less arbitrary constant a, do not outperform the weight initialization with a xed variance of 0:0001 or vice versa. Nevertheless, one would expect that more sophisticated methods for random weight initialization perform better than a scheme with xed initial weight variance.
One such a sophisticated scheme was described by L. F. A. Wessels 12] , and is here recalculated for a second order net with linear activation functions. The method tries to initialize the weights in such a way that the variance 2 y of the network output is equal to the expected variance 2 y of the target patterns. A random weight initialization allows the calculation of the variance 2 y depending on the network topology (N 1 is the number of neurons in the input layer, w i a weight, x i an input value): Similar formulas can easily be calculated for networks of di erent orders. The evaluation of these formulas gives an optimal initial weight variance between 0:3 and 0:02 for the examples considered in this publication. These values are usually much too high as compared to the results listed in the tables. No e ort was therefore done to solve the same problems for the other (non-linear) activation functions.
For the activation functions f t and f s the heuristic of L. Bottou comes the closest to the optimal weight variance and may therefore be considered as being better. Comparing the variances suggested by his heuristic to table 6, one nds that his method may be improved by using about one tenth of the suggested variance.
VI. Conclusion T HE EXPERIMENTS SHOW that a suitable and convenient weight initialization method for high order perceptrons 4 with identity activation function 5 is a high order perceptrons. The main e ect observed is a dislocation of the optimal value for the initial weight variance. There is consequently no preference for one of the three distributions as the optimal learning speeds are similar. The experiments show that the best initial weight variance for both types of neural networks is determined by the data set. Consequently, some reasoning on the data set has to be included in the determination of this value, if better values than those proposed in this publication are desired. On the other hand, an initial weight variance close to the optimal value is often acceptable, as the impact on the number of required learning cycles is not too big for small deviations in variance. In general, the loss in convergence speed for both types of neural networks is bigger when too high a variance is chosen than when too small a variance is chosen, as compared to the optimal value.
The evaluation of the experiments performed in order to nd the best weight initialization scheme for high order and multilayer perceptrons includes the calculation of con dence intervals for the mean convergence time. This is a much more reliable measure than simply counting the number of simulations performed, as used in most other publications. Moreover, the simulations showed that some data sets require many more simulations to obtain a suciently small size of the con dence interval than others. In the experiments performed in this research, these numbers varied between 50 and 2;000. The authors encourage other researchers to report their results in a similar way.
The experiments were performed without any convergence time decreasing optimizations like the use of a momentum term or an adaptive learning rate since they involve constants which will further increase the dimension of the problem of best initial network con guration. However, the authors expect those techniques to have an insigni cant in uence on the optimal weight initialization variance (or range) since are designed to \short-cut" the trajectory the weights follow on the error surface towards the nally assumed minimum, which decreases the convergence time more or less proportionally to the non-optimized case.
